RI16x62: The Final Contest
Contest: Monday & Tuesday, Nov. 27 & 28 (qualifying rounds are November 27;
seeding rounds 11/21)

Introduction:
The story thus far... When we last met, you – the underpaid University students – were
(more or less) happily supporting the intrepid Zwytwerp empire by mining gold for their
gaudy watch export business.
Alas, ZASA's harmonious operation was ruined! A treacherous Bodork spy was
discovered on your Zwytwerp mother ship (as was one of yours on the Bodork mother
ship) and each of you lost several robots in the ensuing battle. During negotiations, you
decided to request third-party arbitration instead of destroying one-another, as was your
only other option (the concept of cooperating with the Bodorks is entirely unimaginable).
At long last, your arbitrators, the Schwamorons, have proposed a solution:

Memo
From: SCFZBM (Schwamoron Council on Fixing the Zwytwerp-Bodork Mess)
We are truly surprised and impressed that you have made the logical choice of not
pulverizing one-another's planets. Instead, you have turned to us, a race of
incomprehensibly higher intelligence to solve your silly little dispute.
We are indeed an unfathomably superior race in every possible way, and it occurred to us
to solve your problem by simply making for each of you all the gold you could possibly
want. We have, after all, the ability to make any substance out of elementary particles,
as does every self-respecting civilization in the galaxy. However, we realized that in this
resolution there hid an opportunity for us. We are so intelligent and so all-understanding
that we are rather bored and would love to take this opportunity to introduce our citizens
to the spectator sport of watching you primitives play a little game. So here is our plan:
We will place both of your robots and mother ships on the asteroid surface and activate
them simultaneously. Rest assured that your mother ships will be on opposite sides of a
Giant Asteroid Trench. We will inform your robots of their precise position and
orientation on the surface (they will be facing one of the four cardinal directions); the
location of all the gold nuggets on the asteroid surface.
The first robot to reach a node and request gold will receive the gold nugget at that node.
We will keep score and, at the close of the game, whichever robot team has delivered the
most gold to its respective Mother Ship wins. We will then produce as much gold as that
nation wants, give the computer science students on that nation's team 15 extra points for
the quarter, and we will pulverize the other nation's robot control software using The
Giant Magnet. We also might take the winning team flying over beautiful downtown
Pittsburgh.

More Details:
The mazes will be, at a maximum, 30 by 30 nodes.
We will be using the same protocol for picking up, dropping, and transferring the gold as
we did in the last lab.

SOUND SOUND SOUND SOUND
You will want to use funny and creative sounds in the contest. We’re counting on you to
be audible. The press will be there, including probably TV.

APPROPRIATE ATTIRE REQUIRED
Traditionally, each team dresses their robot in elaborate costumes. If you don’t do so,
we’ll be sad.

Hints: Win. For the seeding and practice rounds, check out Games2000, now on a
notebook near you!

